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Midway through The Story of Joanna, a 1975 pornographic film, the decadent 

aristocrat Jason (Jamie Gillis), having dedicated the film’s first hour to “breaking 

in” his masochistic new paramour Joanna (Terri Hall), receives a massage from his 

male butler. As the butler works his back with a tender efficiency, Jason rolls over 

for a chest rub. Kneading slowly down Jason’s body, the butler smoothly segues 

into fellatio, as the director Gerard Damiano’s camera records Jason’s penis inflat-

ing from flaccidity to erection. The scene ends not in the traditional ejaculatory 

“money shot” but in a blurring of visual focus that recalls the blurring of sexual 

boundaries just depicted (fig. 1).

That The Story of Joanna presented itself as a heterosexual film is undeni-

able; terming it “the most definitive erotic film of our time,” its newspaper adver-

tising situated it as such by leaving its status unmarked, in contrast to the gay or 

bisexual porn films that without fail announced themselves clearly (i.e., Boys in 

the Sand [1971], Both Ways [1975]). Thus the butler blowjob, when recognized at 

all, tends to be framed as an anomalous rupture in the monolithic straightness of 

heterosexual porn. Robert Rimmer (1986: 138), in X- Rated Videotape Guide, calls 

it “the only homosexual scene that I’ve ever seen in a film for heterosexuals,” while 

the more scholarly Linda Williams (1989: 220) deems it “quite exceptional in fea-

ture length heterosexual pornography . . . the only film of this period that I have 

seen that breaks the taboo against males touching males.”

Certainly these two experts, coming from opposing interpretive angles —  

Williams informed by feminist and psychoanalytic theory, Rimmer by the con-
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sumer demands of a presumptively straight male readership — represent an ana-

lytical consensus, buttressed by both scholars and porn fans from the gay erotic 

historian Thomas Waugh (1985) to the Penthouse Erotic Video Guide.1 Yet they are 

empirically inaccurate. Male- male sexuality in fact circulated throughout hetero 

hardcore of the 1970s, and the failure to thus far account for this visible, indeed 

spectacularly visible truth highlights some of the archival gaps at the intersection 

of queer studies and porn studies as they have developed in recent years.

In her pioneering Hard Core, Williams (1989: 220) argues that The Story 

of Joanna’s male- male scene is in keeping with the film’s sadomasochistic bent: 

“Fixed sexual identities can be upset by the play” of S/M, which by exploring the 

erotic intersections of power and pleasure operates as a destabilizing set of prac-

tices. While compelling in many ways for Joanna’s particular sexual delirium, this 

analysis cannot account for the other homoerotic scenes that populate hetero porn. 

Indeed, Williams does not name the actor playing the butler, Zebedy Colt. As a 

gay man acting in and directing straight porn, Colt left a queer textual imprint 

on much of his work, The Story of Joanna being only the most obvious example. 

While he has thus far completely eluded the attention of scholars, Colt offers a rich 

and complicated window into the queer production of heterosexual pornographic 

cinema.

According to Jane Ward (2015: 34), “Homosexual sex plays a remarkably 

central role in the institutions and rituals that produce heterosexual subjectivity,” 

and the recurring presence of gay and homoerotic content in one of the central 

vehicles of straight visual culture, hardcore pornography, certainly bears this out. 

Yet if anything, the very pervasiveness of these homoerotics both opened the door 

to Colt’s unique, perverse heterosmut and helped obscure it through its absorption 

into the larger system of what Ward calls the “creative ways straight men find to 

touch each other’s bodies while working within the constraints of heteromasculin-

ity” (ibid.: 106). His work thus addresses both the archival crisis in porn studies 

and the recent conceptual shifts in queer studies.

Early in the history of US queer theory, and writing of Shakespeare’s son-

nets, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (1985: 35) asked, “If all this is heterosexual . . . then 

what on earth does it take to be homosexual?” For her, straightness was enacted 

“in and through the bodies of females” (ibid.: 38). For Ward (2015: 35) in Not Gay, 

three decades later, not even those female bodies remained necessary, as hetero-

sexuality could be achieved through a “fetishization of the normal,” an opt- in to 

heteronormativity disengaged from particular bodily practices so long as it situated 

itself appropriately. Colt complicates all these framings of straight and queer, as 

a reanimated avatar of gay- liberationist cultural production who had begun as a 
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musical performer in the late 1960s before retiring himself, only to reappear as 

a pornographic figure in the mid- 1970s with a string of films between 1975 and 

1977. He brought his queer vision and body to bear on heterosexual pornography, 

and working within generic conventions and delivering the requisite “meat” and 

“money” shots, Colt often displaced the centrality of such established components, 

opting for an approach that highlighted diffuse bodily pleasures and privileged 

perversion rather than orgasm, eroticizing male bodies as much if not more than 

female ones.

Yet for all this, Colt’s pornographic cinema falls far short of the polymor-

phous perversity heralded by such radical theorists of his time as Herbert Mar-

cuse and Shulamith Firestone, for in the face of porn’s technologies of gender Colt 

remained a Luddite, his queer play bound by a resolutely phallic economy whose 

subversion was generally limited to shifting or reconfiguring the phallus, never 

dismantling it as the demarcator of meaning — a defining feature of the hetero-

masculinity that he wholly supported. José Esteban Muñoz (2009: 149) has called 

for the recovery of “failed visionaries, oddballs, and freaks” to flesh out a register 

of queer utopianism otherwise lost to the archival imperatives of positivism; Colt 

was nothing if not all three of those categories. Yet far from utopian, his queer 

heterosmut offered a kind of failure different from that valorized by Muñoz, Judith 

Halberstam (2011), and other recent queer theorists. Colt’s was a failure to restruc-

ture the pornographic imagination, remaining instead trapped within a masculin-

ist vision with whose basic tenets he very much agreed, another subscriber to the 

“phallocratic social order” that Earl Jackson (1995: 43) criticizes for containing 

and constraining gay erotic imaginaries across time and culture. 

Recent work in queer theory has questioned the often- assumed linkage 

between queerness and antinormativity, and that ongoing conversation will deter-

mine how Colt should be historicized. For if the queer exceeds the homosexual, as 

Figure 1. Zebedy Colt and Jamie 
Gillis in The Story of Joanna (1975)
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nearly all agree, it “claims its identity in the breach,” as Vickie Kirby (2015: 97) 

writes, often resting on a tacit understanding that counternormativity acts as the 

defining feature of queerness. But much as Scott Herring (2014: 102) locates an 

unexpected “queer conservatism” in the “hixploitation” films that ran concurrent 

to Colt’s heyday (and overlapped slightly with his work), we find in Colt’s films 

a reactionary queer heterosmut, one that smuggles queer desire and male same- 

sex contact into straight porn, even as it wallows in misogynist violence against 

women. If queerness is a break with violent heteromasculinity, as Ward imagines 

it, or indeed a broader “praxis of resistance,” as per Omise’eke Natasha Tinsley 

(2008: 199), then, remarkably, one of the most nakedly homosexual makers of 

hetero hardcore ultimately fails to achieve it. Yet even in Colt’s failure are charted 

new directions for queer studies in straight porn.

Queering Heterosmut: The Elusive Archives of Porn

Colt’s most sustained period of pornographic productivity fell into a particular mid- 

1970s doldrums, caught between the mainstream fascination of the “porno chic” 

moment and the industrial reconsolidation toward fewer films with larger budgets 

that the film historian Kevin Heffernan (2015) dates around 1977. Shot on discern-

ibly microscopic budgets around New York City and central New Jersey, Colt’s 

films are marked by brevity, crude editing, squalid visuals, and an abundance of 

misogyny and violence. They are discussed further below, but typical examples 

include his rape- revenge dramas The Farmer’s Daughters and Terri’s Revenge! 

(1976), his surreal sexual- awakening melodrama Virgin Dreams (1977), his histor-

ical Satanic- possession horror The Devil Inside Her (1976), and his psychosexual- 

trauma thriller Unwilling Lovers (1977). A far cry from the countercultural “uto-

pian sexual public sphere” (Gorfinkel 2006) that some early hardcore features 

aspired to, Colt’s films often fit into queer and avant- garde genealogies, but also 

represented the everyday public face of theatrical smut more accurately than the 

more recognizable titles of the porn canon. Little noticed even in their own day, 

they have been wholly omitted from the scholarly record — along with a great many 

films that embodied the often- queer textures of 1970s hetero hardcore.

Without proper porn archives, as Williams (2014) has recently noted, vis-

ibility and accessibility collapse into default canonicity, and the filmmakers who 

receive the most attention are often those whose work mostly closely paralleled 

classical Hollywood cinema, such as Radley Metzger and Damiano, directors 

of the well- known Opening of Misty Beethoven (1976) and Deep Throat (1972), 

respectively. Further, feminist and queer theory have generally gravitated toward 
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more openly politicized (and more easily celebrated) culture workers such as Can-

dida Royalle, Madison Young, and Buck Angel, as Jennifer Nash (2014b) notes in 

another critique that limns the limitations of the field. While a “virtual explosion” 

(Tortorici 2015) of writing on questions of the archive in both queer and porn stud-

ies has brought renewed attention to methodology and memory, few scholars have 

addressed the ongoing invisibility of the recent filmic past, where even the mar-

keting ephemera of mainstream 1980s porn video companies must be researched 

through eBay auctions and private collectors rather than traditional scholarly 

archives (Alilunas 2014).2

Erotohistoriography itself, to use Elizabeth Freeman’s term, is compro-

mised by this absence; if embodied queer knowledge produces forms of historical 

consciousness, as Freeman (2010: 13) theorizes, what does it say that the video 

artist and scholar Nguyen Tan Hoang’s “hauntological exercise” in summoning 

gay porn icon Kip Noll through a TV screen in his video K.I.P. (2001) relied, 

by Nguyen’s (2014a: 70) own account, on “bad VHS dubs” as his “only visual 

access” to gay 1970s porn? Tim Dean’s (2014a: 3) assertion that “there is no por-

nography without the institution of the archive” establishes conceptual binds but 

leaves unanswered the question of praxis — how to recover such histories as the 

queer currents of a textual terrain that has been more often suppressed and even 

destroyed than preserved, and where the bootleg is the dominant archive?

It is precisely this absence of what Nash (2014b: 447) calls an “archive of 

ordinary pornography” that has allowed porn studies scholars to miss the enor-

mous queer drifts of early hardcore. When Williams researched Hard Core in the 

mid- 1980s, she made use of stag films at the Kinsey Institute, but also necessarily 

relied on adult backrooms at local video stores. More recently, despite the prolif-

eration of information and material afforded by online fan communities, scholars 

engaged in historical work have yet to make full use of this emerging, unstable 

Internet archive.3 Thus film scholars have noted the homoerotic qualities of straight 

porn spectatorship (Waugh 2001), from homosocial stag screenings to the deploy-

ment of “repulsive” hetero superstar Ron Jeremy in the service of “diffusing the 

homoerotics of spectatorship into recreative farce” (Shelton 2002: 132). But they 

have not, for instance, noted that several of the very first aboveground hardcore 

features included gay male sex in an otherwise heterosexual context, such as Bac-

chanale (1970), directed by John Amero and Lem Amero, and the horror- porn film 

Widow Blue (1970), directed by Walt Davis, which devotes much of its first fifteen 

minutes to a graphic sex scene between the director and another actor, before set-

tling into a string of hetero sex scenes. The occasional interruptions of much- older 

stag films by queer glances, touches, and desires have been noted by Waugh (1996) 
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and perhaps also speak to the archival imprimatur of the Kinsey Institute’s collec-

tion; a better venue for research into the later period instead might be XHamster, 

RedTube, or any number of the pornographic websites that stream fan- uploaded, 

low- quality bootlegs, often the only way to access early hardcore film.

Yet the farther one digs into 1970s heterosmut, the queerer it appears. 

Joseph Lam Duong (2014) highlights the centrality of San Francisco to the emer-

gence of hardcore film, but no scholar has noted the recurring gay content that 

links the famous Mitchell Brothers to the also- straight Alex de Renzy. The Mitch-

ells, makers of the iconic classics Behind the Green Door (1972) and Resurrec-

tion of Eve (1973), rarely failed to include male- male sexual activity in their orgy 

scenes, featuring it in both of those films and even giving gay male sexual con-

tact a monopoly on money shots in their notorious box- office disaster Sodom and 

Gomorrah: The Last Seven Days (1975). In the freewheeling sexual whirlwind of 

de Renzy’s Little Sisters (1972), meanwhile, the otherwise heterosexual film pauses 

for a lengthy, graphic all- male orgy among a group of monks. Perhaps less surpris-

ingly, when the queer underground filmmaker Curt McDowell churned out a quick, 

perfunctory straight hardcore film for money, the resulting Lunch (1972) included 

a quick but explicit glimpse of star Mark Ellinger fellating another man in  

its climax.

Other examples across the decade include further gay blowjobs in SOS: 

Screw on the Screen (1975), Hot Teenage Assets (1978), and Erotic Adventures of 

Candy (1978), which even manages a quick Anita Bryant joke. So while no less an 

authority than Screw publisher Al Goldstein (1975) described Colt’s gay fellatio in 

The Story of Joanna as “one of those rare moments when a male character earlier 

seen in straight fucking shows the other side of his asshole and gets enmeshed 

in gay footage,” the scene was not that rare. Indeed, if we take the Joanna scene 

as the nexus of Colt, Gillis, and Damiano, each in his own way brought queer 

eros to hetero hardcore: Colt as discussed below; Gillis as the most infamously 

perverse porn performer, who appeared in both straight and gay films and him-

self sucked the penis of a transsexual woman in the straight film French Kittens 

(1976), directed by Navred Reef; and Damiano as a standard- bearer of porno- chic 

heterosexuality who nonetheless included a double penetration scene in The Devil 

in Miss Jones (1973) that star Harry Reems (1975: 118) described as a penis that 

“meets another big cock head- on when each is exploring the charms of Georgina 

[Spelvin] from a different angle. They almost dance, cock- to- cock,” before dripping 

come and rubbing onto each other after orgasm in an almost primal staging of the 

inflection point that moves the interstitial Sedgwickian triangle to a more manifest 

Wardian expanded heterosexuality.
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Yet again, while the entire productive apparatus of 1970s heteroporn was 

populated by both “deviant eyes” and “deviant bodies,” to use Chris Straayer’s 

(1996) terms, this history remains outside the purview of current historiography. 

The male performers of hetero hardcore have always been a remarkably fluid and 

queer group, perhaps never so much as the first generation of the 1970s, which 

included not only Colt and Gillis but also Wade Nichols, Marc Stevens, John 

Holmes, and later additions such as the gay porn stars Jack Wrangler and George 

Payne, who migrated into straight films. Even happily straight Reems (1975: 185) 

casually discussed his hypothetical willingness to have gay sex, “if a man came to 

me with an actual sincere need,” and when the Amero brothers directed him in the 

straight film Every Inch a Lady (1975), his bisexual character cruised Central Park 

and let Gillis pull anal beads from his rectum while he had sex with the female 

lead, Darby Lloyd Rains. Behind the camera, in addition to Colt, the Amero broth-

ers, and Davis, several other queer men, such as Steve Scott and Michael Zen, 

began in gay porn and moved to straight, their directorial gazes as yet unexamined 

by scholars. While the centrality of queer culture workers to the staging and pro-

duction of normative heterosexuality has been noted in such fields as fashion and 

advertising, the queer flourishes in heterosmut have drawn relatively little atten-

tion, though some excellent work has been done.4

In his look at the gay director Chuck Vincent, Jake Gerli (2004) offers 

perhaps the most extensive study of queer resignification within the generic realm 

of straight porn. While thoughtful and compelling, however, Gerli’s analysis of 

Vincent’s “queer strategies of representing heterosexual sex” (ibid.: 199) rests 

on the overdetermined grounds of an anti- utopian problematizing of straight sex 

that marks Vincent’s work. Without situating Vincent’s films in a larger generic 

context, Gerli misses the extensive roster of straight porn filmmakers whose late- 

1970s work virtually catalogs the exhaustion of heterosexuality with their own 

aggressively dystopian sexual visions — Shaun Costello, Roberta Findlay, Anthony 

Spinelli, and Richard Mahler regularly offered far bleaker films than Vincent’s.5 

As well, Gerli’s abbreviated selection of the prolific Vincent’s work ignores the 

more conventional structural utopias of his screwball comedies such as Bad Penny 

(1978) and MisBehavin’ (1978), as well as the joyous exuberance of straight porn 

films by the gay Ameros, such as the positively bubbly Blonde Ambition (1981).

Still, if Gerli’s reading of Vincent must remain slightly strained, his work 

does point toward the sundry ways that queer touches might be embedded in 

straight conventions. The extensive lesbian content in straight porn, for instance, 

is generally excluded from the province of queerness, understood as distinct from 

the later lesbian and dyke porn that emerged in the 1980s to represent lesbianism 
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unmediated by the male gaze that often framed it as a warm- up for or supplement 

to penetrative heterosexual sex. Heather Butler (2004: 174), however, identifies 

the actress Georgina Spelvin as a queering presence whose lesbian scenes in the 

1970s defy standard limitations and often present lesbian pleasures as ends in 

themselves, making for “a surprisingly queer heterosexual porn.” And while Annie 

Sprinkle’s “post- porn modernist” queer feminist art figures prominently in femi-

nist scholarship, her regular habit in 1970s films of rubbing together men’s penises 

during double- blowjob scenes in such films as Kathy’s Graduation Present (1975) 

and Ecstasy in Blue (1976) was a deliberate practice of queer pleasure for herself, 

as she later noted.6

Colt, then, was far from alone as a queer producer of explicit hetero-

sexual cinema, and his gay blowjob was hardly the rupture it first appears. Yet 

his work remains a case study in Muñoz’s queer methodology, requiring the use 

of the ephemeral, the trace, the occasionally unreliable. Colt’s films are largely 

orphaned, circulating primarily as bootlegs, and verifiable information on him 

remains elusive, spread across blogs, zines, and online message boards rather 

than conventional scholarly archives — one learns more from an interview pub-

lished in the celebrity- nudes website Mr. Skin than from the entire published cor-

pus of porn and/or queer studies.7 Yet Colt’s film work, with its concrete links to 

both gay liberation and normative heterosexuality, presents a model of both queer 

subversion and Ward’s claim that whiteness and violence/misogyny can be lever-

aged to absorb a great deal of homosexual content into straightness. As such, he 

presents a limit case of both queerness and straightness while expanding our his-

torical understandings of American hardcore film during its chaotic first decade 

on- screen.

“We’ll Try All Kinds of New Things”: Colt’s Subversive Interventions

Zebedy Colt was invented in the late 1960s. The stage performer Edward Earle, 

born in 1929, had achieved modest success, even winning praise from the New 

York Times when he stepped in for the ill Anthony Newley as a star of the hit 

musical The Roar of the Greasepaint — The Smell of the Crowd for a week in 

1965. Inspired by the emerging gay liberationist sensibility, Earle created Colt 

as an alternate artistic persona. Beginning by singing at gay bars, Colt ventured 

to England to record his 1969 debut album. I’ll Sing for You, recorded with the 

London Philharmonic Orchestra, brought “queer cabaret” to the masses, packaged 

with a proudly post- Stonewall consciousness. “Let’s not fuck around with seman-

tics,” declared a magazine ad, “Zebedy Colt is a gay super star” (Doyle 2004).
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Earle intended Colt as a politicized artistic mouthpiece. Writing to Time 

in late 1969 to protest an article offering the then- standard perspective of homo-

sexuality as pathological, Colt (1969: 13) insisted, “Being gay can be normal and 

satisfying.” He had rejected campiness on his album and heaped scorn on “those 

poor, sick, swishy things that a ‘well adjusted’ homo can tolerate even less than the 

hetero world.” This perspective reflected some of the ambivalences that vexed gay 

liberationist thought of the time; while gender- nonconforming drag queens, street 

queens, and transsexuals had been on the frontlines of resistance from the 1966 

Compton’s Cafeteria “riots” in San Francisco to the more famous 1969 Stonewall 

rebellion, in practice, the “rhetoric of male militance,” as Betty Luther Hillman 

(2011: 169) writes, “left little room to include drag queens and gender transgres-

sion into the politics of gay liberation.” While such groups as the Gay Liberation 

Front would often at least attempt to acknowledge the role of drag queens in dis-

mantling gender binaries, Colt wholeheartedly embraced traditional masculinism. 

His favorite blurb for the album read, “Zebedy Colt is for those who dig lovers, 

turkish baths, trade, gang- bangs, truck drivers, glory holes, football games, true 

love and just plain MASCULINITY!” (Jack and Lige 1969: 13). As such, I’ll Sing 

for You constituted an attempt to carve out a social space for gay (and implicitly, 

white) masculinity unencumbered by larger political positions — a radical sexual 

politics mixed with a conservative gender politics, in many ways.

The album failed to amass a major gay fan base, though Colt received 

passing mention in some central gay liberationist texts, such as The Gay Militants 

(1971), by Donn Teal. For much of the early 1970s, the disappointed Earle retired 

Colt to focus on his stage career — until a request for the use of his music in a porn 

film developed into his first appearance in, followed by directing, a quick succes-

sion of hardcore features in the mid- decade.

Working primarily within heterosexual porn, Colt delivered queer inter-

ventions that operated on a variety of registers. Linking himself to queer cultural 

genealogies, frequently privileging eroticized male bodies over female ones, and 

aggressively deconstructing heterosexuality through plot and performance, he 

offered something of a refusal in the guise of generic adherence. Yet if Colt’s 

films frequently clouded the legibility of heterosexuality, never could they entirely 

escape its governance. If a queer text “carries the inscription of sexuality as some-

thing more than sex,” as Teresa de Lauretis (2011: 244) writes, Colt constantly 

approached queerness, sometimes broaching de Lauretis’s ideal of “the radical 

irrelevance of gender, sexual identity, or anatomy to sexuality as such” (ibid.: 248). 
This section charts his remarkable array of subversive maneuvers, as he consis-

tently queered heterosmut — yet without, as the next section shows, ever contesting 
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its fundamental penetrative economy of sex. Ultimately his work affirms Ward’s 

(2015) claims about the endlessly adaptive recuperative powers of heterosexual-

ity to absorb such queer play through the combination of violence, misogyny, and 

whiteness to which Colt recursively, even obsessively, returned.

Taking his bow as supporting character Charles Head, private detective, in 

The American Andventures of Surelick Holmes (as it is spelled in the opening cred-

its) (1975), Colt began his porn career carrying a double- ended dildo and greeted 

the titular protagonist, “Surelick, thank god you’ve come — geographically speak-

ing.” He immediately proceeds to fellate the visiting investigator. Middle- aged and 

hirsute, Colt hardly aligned with the chiseled bodies of reigning gay porn icons 

such as Casey Donovan or Fred Halsted, but performed his sex scenes with ver-

satility and gusto, popping amyl nitrates while fucking his way through a thinly 

plotted murder mystery. While some of his money shots were seemingly fake, so 

too were those of other cast members, perhaps a function of a shooting schedule too 

condensed for full refractory periods.

Surelick was apparently shot back- to- back in 1975 with a heterosexual 

counterpart featuring most of the same cast and crew (which presumably accounts 

for Sprinkle’s nonsexual cameo in the gay version), but that film has gone missing.8 

Together, under a bevy of pseudonyms (Surelick’s producing credit went to “Lee 

the Lion”), they helped solidify a filmmaking cohort that would remain fairly stable 

as Colt moved toward directing: the producer Leonard Kirtman, the cameraman  

C. Davis Smith (best known for his work with grindhouse auteur Doris Wishman), 

and an acting troupe including Annie Sprinkle, Bobby Astyr, C. J. Laing, and 

others.9 Colt’s performance in Damiano’s Story of Joanna that same year was thus 

something of an anomaly; while he would continue acting, largely in straight, but 

sometimes gay, porn films by other directors, the films would usually be a notch 

below the porno- chic gloss of the well- known Damiano. More typically, Colt would 

appear in avuncular, doctor- type roles in one- day quickies by the sexploitation- 

turned- porn director Roberta Findlay and the performer- singer Andrea True.

Colt’s turn to directing straight porn most likely simply stemmed from the 

sources of his financial backing, though earlier comments hinted at subversive 

aspirations. “Instead of screaming gay power, or hiding in a crazy closet,” Colt 

wrote to Homosexual Renaissance in 1970, “I hope to exert power in such a man-

ner that the ‘silent majority’ mat [sic] at first snicker at a not- so- funny party record, 

and then discover that not only am I serious, but it’s really not so bad” (Colt 1970a). 

He called this “a kind of subliminal approach that eventually will get thru a few 

thick straight skulls” (ibid.), and it anticipated his engagement with straight porn, 

as he infiltrated its productive machinery and subverted it with his own queer 
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vision. Elsewhere, he added on a similar note, “Someday soon, someone hopefully 

will follow my lead, but not admit to being a cocksucker. He’ll get economic back-

ing, and the Machine . . . will pick him up, thinking it’s a fun gag, and make him a 

Super Star” (Colt 1970b: 5).

On a technical level, Colt showed no affinity for cinematic sophistication. 

His directorial style consisted largely of a crude hybrid of stag- film primitivism 

and 1960s avant- garde trappings. His admiration of Kenneth Anger was evident 

as early as 1970, when Colt performed nude onstage in a musical titled Sagittarius 

Rising (music and lyrics by Edward Earle). Colt’s Virgin Dreams pays tribute to 

Anger in at least two scenes. First, as Colt unzips his fly in one scene, preparing 

to receive oral sex from Gloria Leonard (playing his wife), in place of the expected 

penis he exposes a long- stemmed flower — an overt reference to the iconic image 

of Anger’s Fireworks (1947), a phallic firecracker. Later in the film, Nichols rides  

on- screen naked on a motorcycle, sporting a hard- on; he parks and luxuriously 

leans against the bike, an homage to Anger’s eroticization of masculine biker cul-

ture in Scorpio Rising (1964) (fig. 2).

While these touches do nothing to impinge on the heterosexual encoun-

ters that dominate Virgin Dreams, they situate the film in a queer genealogy that 

solicits alternate reading practices. Indeed, Kevin Heffernan (2015: 46) notes that 

early hardcore as a whole “relied heavily on the culture, infrastructure, and major 

players of the art cinema movement of the previous twenty years.” Art cinema itself 

was often coded as queer, and many of its most overt pornographic legacies mani-

fested in the work of queer directors such as Wakefield Poole (whose Bijou [1972] is 

“so intensely experimental that it is practically unrecognizable as a gay porn film,” 

according to José Capino [2005: 164]) and Michael Zen. Colt’s aesthetic here is 

closer to that of the radical gay porn director Fred Halsted, who took the fetishistic 

meeting of man and automobile one step beyond Anger’s Kustom Kar Kommandos 

Figure 2. Wade Nichols invokes 
Kenneth Anger’s Scorpio Rising in 
Virgin Dreams (1977)
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(1965) in his own Sex Garage (1972), in which a man literally fucks his car, than 

to the unimaginative aesthetic of standard mainstream heterosexual pornography 

like Deep Throat (1972). Indeed, that probing of the ostensible mysteries of female 

sex, which acts as a structuring principle of straight porn, carries little relevance 

for Colt’s films. Uninterested in unlocking the secrets of female pleasure, Colt often 

simply ignores them; rather than coax the female body to “speak” its sex in the 

classic pornographic tradition described by Williams, Colt is content to let it have 

its perfunctory say by way of meeting generic requirements.

In practical terms, this means that his films display the necessary num-

ber of gynecological close- ups, as well as penetrative “meat” shots as evidence 

of authentic sex, but that the interrogation of female bodies occupies a decidedly 

less central position in Colt’s mise- en- scène than most analyses of the genre would 

predict. When the actress Jody Maxwell begins a realistic climax in Unwilling 

Lovers (1977), for instance, Colt the actor, playing a peeking nonparticipant, inter-

rupts, blurting out “Hi,” thus bringing Maxwell’s potential orgasm to an abrupt 

and unfulfilled conclusion. Instead, his cinematic gaze often foregrounds the male 

body, without the heterosexualizing cloak that the accompanying female figure 

usually provides in straight porn. Virgin Dreams is largely an ode to Wade Nich-

ols’s body; in addition to the aforementioned motorcycle scene, Colt’s camera lin-

gers on his naked form at great length elsewhere, observing him undressing and 

crawling onto a couch, with no other actors in frame or narrative purpose.

This fixation peaks in a masturbation scene, as Nichols cajoles sex- fearing 

girlfriend Jean Jennings into undressing by a pool, where he already swims naked. 

She timidly agrees but refuses his further advances, leading him to masturbate 

while crouching next to her naked body. The scene begins with a medium shot 

including both performers, but Colt’s camera quickly zooms in — first relegating 

Jennings to the margin of the frame, then eliminating her entirely, as his directo-

rial gaze focuses solely on the masturbating Nichols, with several genital close- ups 

(figs. 3, 4). Likewise, in The Devil Inside Her, Colt again dispenses with a female 

cover for his explorations of the male body when he first introduces the Devil (the 

actor Rod Dumont) — who will invade the lives of a New England family in 1826, 

thus setting in motion the sexual mania that constitutes the film’s plot — as a naked 

man who suddenly appears in a forest. Wearing only a spiked neck collar and 

leather wrist cuffs (accoutrements that seemingly come less from Hell than a gay 

sex shop) the Devil immediately begins masturbating. Colt lingers on his auto-

erotic efforts, as the Devil plays a solo S/M game of testicular torture with his free 

hand, forcefully stretching his scrotum past his prodigious penis.

While Dumont’s immense organ rivals that of the better- known size- king 
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John Holmes, Colt’s representation of it nonetheless challenges Peter Lehman’s 

(1993: 174) claim that “the genre cannot tolerate a small, unerect penis because 

the sight of the organ must convey the symbolic weight of the phallus.” Repeatedly, 

Colt begins scenes with men in states of flaccidity and observes as they inflate 

to erection. Another scene later in The Devil Inside Her features a young woman 

seeking a love potion from a haggard old witch. The witch conjures forth a naked 

man hanging by his arms from a tree branch; like the Devil and Wade Nichols 

before him, he is completely flaccid, growing to stiffness only as the young woman, 

commanded by the witch, fellates him. Her oral efforts, however, are brief, and 

she quickly withdraws from the frame so that the man can hang by one hand while 

masturbating to produce the requisite semen for her potion. Again, Colt’s camera 

centers on the penis, without female referent present, documenting the man’s 

ejaculation and subsequent shrinkage back to flaccidity while resting in his own 

come- glistening hand.

From flaccid to hard and back again: this penile trajectory further chal-

lenges Lehman’s analysis, which holds that “hard- core pornography constantly 

Figure 3. Jean Jennings and Wade 
Nichols, Virgin Dreams

Figure 4. A zoom crops Jean Jennings 
out of the frame to focus on Wade 
Nichols’s body, Virgin Dreams
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attempts to link the phallus to the penis” (ibid.: 175).10 While this claim is undeni-

ably often true, Colt’s films repeatedly subvert it, emphasizing not the hard, tow-

ering cock- monolith but the flexible, vulnerable physical organ, scrutinizing its 

status as phallus with a surprising skepticism. For Colt, the phallus is a malleable 

and contingent entity. It can manifest in the penis, as testified to by the extensive, 

brutal rape scenes that permeate his work, most notably in The Farmer’s Daugh-

ters and Terri’s Revenge!, but it can also slip the surly bonds of biological sex- 

dimorphic determinism with relative ease.

Terri’s Revenge! best embodies this phallic contingency. When Terri Hall 

and a female friend are each raped, they form a vigilante group called Women 

Against Rape, something of a misnomer, since its activities consist of kidnapping 

and raping men. While pornographic visions of women committing rape often con-

sist of nominally coerced vaginal intercourse (see Joy [1977] for one example), Ter-

ri’s Revenge! posits a gender- inverted version: Terri and her friend, using dildos, 

anally rape the men and thus claim phallic power in the film’s penetrative economy 

of sex. If the dildo, as June Reich (1999: 261) argues, “undermines the penis as 

a meaningfully stable organ, denaturing the body without erasing its materiality,” 

then Terri’s Revenge! enacts part of Reich’s “genderfuck” as it divorces phallus 

from penis.

Colt’s most radical phallic relocation takes place at the climax of Terri’s 

Revenge!, as Women Against Rape assault an investigating cop. After Terri brings 

him home, screens projected Viking- porn footage, and seduces him, the WAR duo 

begin their attack. Moving beyond dildos this time, they restrain the cop and tie off 

his scrotum, restricting his testicles so tightly that the area inflates into a stump- 

like appendage, with which the women then have vaginal sex. This rather stunning 

scene wholly undermines the phallic penis, as Terri rides the restrained cop while 

his limp cock dangles to the side, useless and unused. It is the closest Colt comes 

to a fundamental reimagining of sexuality; while sexual exchange in the scene 

still hinges on penetration, Terri’s actions take a step beyond the phallus, as power 

resides not in the possession of the physical tools of penetration but in the ability 

to denote and construct them. Exposing the logic of phallic power, however, Colt 

does not question its primacy.11

He does, however, allow for occasional departures. In The Affairs of Janice 

(1976), Sprinkle joyfully abandons penetrative pleasures, urinating over the body 

and genitals of Ras Kean in the middle of a sex scene with him. Bringing neither 

party any closer to orgasm, Sprinkle’s golden shower serves as a tactile bodily 

pleasure in and of itself, precisely the sort of reimagined nonphallic sensation that 

the feminist critic Lucille Iverson (1973: 29) had celebrated three years earlier, 
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when she applauded a film of Chaucer’s Miller’s Tale in which “a lot of fun is made 

of the acts of pissing, farting, and fucking.” Urination scenes recur throughout 

Colt’s films, as part of a rape in Terri’s Revenge!, and with Sprinkle again in The 

Devil Inside Her, this time with her as the recipient as three standing men piss on 

her while she kneels at the center of their triangular formation. While the latter 

two examples explicitly situate urination within the coercive deployment of power, 

Sprinkle’s scene in The Affairs of Janice suggests Colt could envision such bodily 

play as potentially separate from a phallic economy.

In line with these destabilizations, Colt queered his heterosmut in other 

ways, including his acting roles in other directors’ films, from such spectacular 

moments as the gay blowjob in The Story of Joanna through a more subdued but 

nonetheless striking scene in the otherwise banal farce Playgirls of Munich (1977) 

in which a Lothario character played by Roger Caine has sex with a woman while 

her unwitting boyfriend approaches. Attempting to help conceal the affair, Colt’s 

comic sidekick casually wipes Caine’s ejaculate off the woman, a fleeting glimpse 

of comfort with other men’s semen remarkably unlike standard hetero money- shot 

orthodoxy. Much as Mireille Miller- Young (2014: 25) finds in the on- screen actions 

of unnamed black women in stag films forms of “gestural intervention” to the over-

arching racism of the films, Colt stages his own gestural resistance to heteronor-

mative dictates, invoking as well Muñoz’s (1999: 10) ephemeral methodology of 

“following traces, glimmers, residues, and specks of things” in perhaps more ways 

than one.

Performing in the formulaic Sharon (1977, again directed by frequent Colt 

collaborator Navred Reef) as a frustrated father lusting after his teenage daugh-

ter (Jean Jennings), Colt parodied common heterosexual woes, complaining of his 

wife — in dialogue Colt himself apparently generated, since the film carries no 

screenplay credit — “the only thing that woman puts in her mouth is cornbread.” 

Consummating his lust for his daughter, Sharon, he absurdly shouts, “That’s the 

stuff that made you, and it’s going back into you.” As a singer, Colt had opposed 

gay camp in his music, but in Sharon he realizes the possibilities for employing 

straight camp as a mocking device, and his performance presents straightness and 

its hang- ups as inherently ridiculous, curiously adding as Sharon goes down on 

him, “You take after me.” Later while having sex with her, in another offhanded 

moment of sheer queer surplus- value, he grunts, “Gonna have to teach your hus-

band how to take it up the shit- chute,” and it is unclear whether he imagines Sha-

ron or himself as teacher. Such dissonant queer notes recur in Colt’s work, from 

an unmotivated filler scene of the unnamed cop in Terri’s Revenge! strolling the 

waterfront piers along the Hudson River in New York City and invoking nothing 
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so much as the art of David Wojnarowicz and Peter Hujar that celebrated those 

pre- AIDS/redevelopment gay cruising sites, to Bobby Astyr’s character in The 

Affairs of Janice, introduced holding the hand of an older man who “keeps” him 

before enthusiastically fucking Sprinkle in his only sex scene. Again: glimmers 

and residues.

If Sharon represents one modality of queerness (that which mocks and 

subverts straightness), The Affairs of Janice represents another, more aggressively 

injecting explicit homoerotic desires into a straight porn film. Colt’s character, 

George, begins the film impotent with his wife (Crystal Sync), which drives her  

into the arms of both Janice (C. J. Laing) and Kirk (the peed- upon Kean). Dis-

covering the affairs, George plots to murder all involved; luring Kirk to his house 

under the guise of painting him, George coats his naked body in silver paint and 

chains him up, in another overtly homoerotic scene. After dispensing with Laing’s 

character in a scene of gruesome sexual violence, George finds himself haunted by 

the two ghosts. “You know you want me,” Janice intones, adding, “You want Kirk 

too. We’ll try all kinds of new things.”

Between George’s repressed desire for Kirk and the gay Astyr character, 

The Affairs of Janice consistently complicates the avid heterosexuality that it 

ostensibly celebrates by generic convention. Even its money shots emerge noncom-

pliant; in his first encounter with Janice, Kirk blurts, “oh, shit,” as he pulls out 

to come, his voice drained of any erupting pleasure and sounding closer in tone 

to someone discovering he has missed the bus. This climax- as- anticlimax further 

undermines the allure of straight sex as utopian transcendence, an ideal embodi-

ment of Murat Aydemir’s (2007: 106) reading of the “cum shot as productive and 

constitutive of masculinity in its very ambivalence.”12

These two modalities of queerness — subversion of straightness and coun-

tervailing force of gay desire — intersect in Unwilling Lovers (1977), arguably 

Colt’s magnum opus. Writing and directing, Colt also stars as Timmy, a middle- 

aged man whose maturation stopped at ten when he traumatically witnessed his 

parents plummeting down a waterfall during a fight, leaving his father dead and 

his mother paralyzed. Timmy speaks in childish words and voice, but he also has a 

psychotic “adult” side, peeping on couples having sex in the nearby woods, killing 

them, and having sex with the women’s corpses.

Through Timmy, Colt mounts his most devastating critique of straightness. 

Even more so than his horny father in Sharon, Colt as Timmy exposes the perfor-

mative nature of heterosexuality. While his “authentic” self remains sweet and 

innocent, Timmy becomes heterosexual through voyeurism and imitation. From the 

brutish groundskeeper of his mother’s land (Dumont), Timmy learns how to treat 
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women. For instance, when the attractive young nurse (Maxwell) for his wheelchair- 

bound mother first arrives, Timmy greets her with a guttural, “You’ve got a sense 

of humor. I like that in a woman,” picked up from the Mellors- like groundskeeper. 

Colt exploits the oedipal dynamics of Timmy’s relationship with his mother for 

maximum queer effect (indeed, the film’s original title was Mama’s Boy), reversing 

the “possessive mother” etiology of homosexuality that he had rejected as far back 

as a 1970 interview, during his musical career (Hunter 1970). Seven years later 

he used Unwilling Lovers to return the favor to the straight establishment. “Sex is 

dirty,” his mother tells him. “That thing between your legs is for nothing more than 

going to the bathroom,” she elaborates, leaving a confused Timmy to complain, 

“But I don’t have to go to the bathroom.” In the climactic scene, Colt flashes back 

to the tragic waterfall accident that destroyed Timmy’s family, revealing that ten- 

year- old Timmy had witnessed his mother cheating, his father discovering this and 

attempting to rape her, and the fall resulting from their ensuing scuffle.

Heterosexuality, according to Colt in Unwilling Lovers, thus amounts to a 

synthesis of betrayal, violence, repression, disinformation, and domination, and 

Timmy is its logical outcome: developmentally stunted, psychotic, and uncom-

prehendingly emulative of behavior that ranges from callous to lethal. When he 

murders and rapes his mother — in that order, and in a rare burst of discretion, 

offscreen — at the end, this summarizes Colt’s vision of an unrepressed hetero-

sexuality at work. “There is nothing that has been natural in my life,” Timmy’s 

mother tells him at one point, effectively crystallizing that vision and denaturing 

heterosexuality, situating it as the damaged outcome of cycles of trauma. Perhaps 

no straight porn film of the era launched so devastating an attack on the foun-

dational tropes of heteronormativity — which did not go entirely unnoticed. Colt’s 

films received little in the way of reviews (Hustler chimed in to rate The Affairs of 

Janice a “half- erection” on its tumescence scale), but Maxwell recalled resistance 

to Unwilling Lovers from “some theaters in the South,” though other screenings 

went over better than she had expected (quoted in Bougie 2005).13

Going beyond this antagonistically queer depiction of heterosexuality, Colt 

also brings some of his most explicitly homoerotic content to Unwilling Lovers. 

The film’s sex scenes are remarkably short, and indeed, the persistent brevity 

of sex scenes in The Devil Inside Her, The Affairs of Janice, and other films also 

reflects the perfunctory nature of Colt’s approach to straight sex. Halfway through 

the film, though, Colt finally lavishes more than two positions (in terms of sex and 

camera setup) on a scene, as Dumont’s groundskeeper and Maxwell’s female nurse 

fuck on a floor, with a fire and the peeping Timmy nearby. As the exhibitionism 

excites the pair, they draw Timmy into the encounter, with Dumont “coaching” 
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him through both foreplay and sex with 

Maxwell. When Timmy nears orgasm, 

kneeling over Maxwell and masturbat-

ing, Dumont reaches down and cups 

Timmy’s balls, as if easing him through 

the experience (fig. 5). Spent, Timmy 

then collapses into Dumont’s chest, his 

head sliding down Dumont’s body until 

it reaches the crotch, where Maxwell 

continues to fellate Dumont. Before the 

scene cuts away, Timmy reaches Max-

well’s mouth, as they kiss with Dumont’s cock lodged between their lips.

As direct as the butler scene in The Story of Joanna, this threesome once 

more blurs the boundaries of heterosexuality, located as it is in the midst of a 

heterosexual porn film. “They taught me how to suck cock, they taught me how 

to eat pussy,” Timmy later explains of the hired help, using his own voice and 

failing to register a difference between the two acts. Yet Timmy’s polymorphous 

perversity remains enmeshed in Colt’s overarching deference to the phallus and 

its penetrative sexual aesthetic. Even the film’s bisexual threesome centers on 

Dumont’s coaching Timmy through the fucking of Maxwell, and with few excep-

tions the subversions that abound throughout the cinema of Colt return to this 

structure of meaning. Certainly within this framework he offers as radical an inter-

nal challenge as any American pornographer, but for all the queer perversions 

and boundary crossings, Colt rarely tests the limits of the phallus itself as govern-

ing trope. The 1976 film Sex Wish exemplifies this pattern, setting the phallus 

in play to destabilizing effect but never treading beyond it into truly uncharted 

sexual waters. If queerness is a utopian “horizon imbued with potentiality,” as 

Muñoz (2009: 1) considered it, Colt drew close enough to see it, but never quite 

reached it, drawn ever back into the crude misogyny that helped legitimize his  

queering touches.

Failing to Transgress:  
Sex Wish, Whiteness, and the Unbearable Straightness of Porn

Perhaps the primary failure of Colt’s films was their consistent reliance on trans-

gression alone as a tool of subversion. While bell hooks (1994), Elisa Glick (2000), 

and others have long critiqued theoretical frameworks that equated sexual trans-

gression with political praxis, thus effacing the need to mobilize radical collec-

Figure 5. Male- male sexual contact in 
Unwilling Lovers (1977)
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tive action, Colt’s films provide a useful case study in how a culture worker might 

destabilize aspects of heteronormativity while reinforcing reactionary queer sexual 

politics of the most nakedly misogynistic variety, precisely the form of sexual free-

dom whose elided political economy “disallows a reckoning with its own condi-

tions of possibility,” as Chandan Reddy (2011: 17) writes.14 For straight men, Ward 

(2015: 43) notes, “violence is the key element that imbues homosexuality with 

heterosexual meaning,” often along with the protective aegis of whiteness. For such 

white gay men as Colt, toiling in the textual fields of heterosmut, such conditions as 

well pertained, allowing for a recuperation of his transgressive aspects into, rather 

than against, a stifling ultimate heterosexism.

Sex Wish represents a summation of Colt’s cinematic project in many ways. 

While glamour- photographer Victor Milt directed the pornographic Death Wish 

knockoff, Colt dominates it, inscribing queer meaning and affect into it much 

as Spelvin and Sprinkle did with their performances in films often directed by 

straight men. Sex Wish follows the converging paths of a young business profes-

sional, Kenneth Bradshaw (Reems), and the unnamed “Night Walker” (Colt) who 

rapes and kills Bradshaw’s lover Fay (Laing). As Bradshaw’s mourning fails to 

smother his libido, the film alternates between his amorous investigations into the 

murder and the Night Walker’s subsequent attacks. Within this narrative, Colt 

finds considerable opportunity to blur sexual boundaries. His Night Walker is 

repeatedly marked as queer. When the Reems character traces him to a nightclub 

and asks a passing woman about it, she questions why he would want to go there: 

“very gay hangout,” she explains. Later, in a burst of anger, Reems declares, “I’m 

gonna find that cocksucker and I’m gonna kill him.” For that matter, Reems him-

self shows a distinct interest in such sucking — only two screen minutes later he 

tells his latest partner a joke about two men encountering a dog licking his “you- 

know- what.” “I wish I could do that,” one comments, to which the other responds, 

“Gee, don’t you think you oughta ask him first?”

Mildly fixated on male cocksucking and in hot pursuit of a gay bar, such is 

the vector of normative masculinity in Sex Wish. Against this, Colt’s Night Walker 

brings even greater perversity. Raping Laing’s character mere minutes into the 

film, the Night Walker babbles in a childlike voice about “play[ing] doctor,” posi-

tioning the violent violation as a game of bodily exploration. As he strips down to a 

jockstrap, the Night Walker unexpectedly produces a vibrating white dildo, which 

he holds to his crotch, displacing his own cock as the site of phallic power. It is 

with this dildo, rather than his own penis, that the Night Walker commits his rape, 

masturbating with his free hand as a sort of corollary event.

The imagery of this scene once more viscerally exposes the artifice of the 
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penis- as- phallus model, highlighting the tangential nature of the actual sex organ. 

Yet this somatic instability nonetheless falls short of achieving June Reich’s cher-

ished genderfuck, denaturing only one of its two bodies. If the investment of phallic 

power in Colt’s male body is revealed as a social construct, something contingent 

on his grasping of this appendage with no necessary connection to his material 

incarnation, then Laing’s victimized female body is simultaneously essentialized 

as woman. Poking and probing her body with his dildo, the Night Walker presses 

it into her bellybutton. “That’s no good, it won’t go there,” he complains, strip-

ping the female body of polyvalent sexual signification and reducing it to a sort 

of vaginal teleology. If “the construction of stable bodily contours relies on fixed 

sites of corporeal permeability and impermeability,” as Judith Butler (1990: 132) 

contends, then Sex Wish allows Colt the subversive bodily acts that undermine that 

regime of stability; Laing, however, is subjected to both diegetic rape and textual 

reification because the film permits her, as woman, no such freedom — in contrast, 

for instance, to Barbara Rubin’s queer experimental sex film Christmas on Earth 

(1963), where the orgiastic sex “deessentializes the anatomical body of both sexes 

by depicting the flesh in a constant process of metamorphosis” (Osterweil 2007: 

140). In allowing the phallus to thus ascribe meaning to bodies, deeming “man” as 

performed and “woman” as natural, Sex Wish clearly fails as full- fledged gender-

fuck, a failure underscored by its rampant misogyny.

Another of the Night Walker’s attacks highlights Colt’s whiteness, revealing 

another axis through which his films incorporate themselves into heterosexuality 

despite the queer flourishes. In Colt’s films, race is generally held in abeyance 

through the sheer absence of nonwhite bodies, and when this pattern is disrupted, 

as in The Farmer’s Daughters, where one of the three rapists who accosts the farm 

family is played by a black actor, Jon Black, the effort to evade race becomes an 

almost hypervisible color blindness; in the era of what Miller- Young (2014: 102) 

calls “soul porn,” with both its long- standing racial stereotypes and its “newly 

assertive and politically situated black sexuality,” Black’s character Butch goes 

entirely unremarked on, despite his clear presence as the only person of color in 

the film.

If Colt perhaps (we might charitably suggest) aspired to avoid the suffocat-

ing historical baggage of the mythical black rapist in Butch, who is presented as 

just another ordinary rapist in the film’s almost wholly rape- driven sexual vision, 

that weight crushingly returns in Sex Wish, when the Night Walker assaults a 

straight black couple, credited as Candy Love and Ronnie Love, in their apart-

ment. Again speaking in regressive children’s babble, he instructs them at sword 

point to “be nice” to each other as he watches. “I don’t know if I can get it up,” 
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Ronnie complains. “You better, our lives depend on it,” responds Candy, in a line 

reading so blank it goes beyond bad acting to suggest this minor character may 

have divested from the diegetic economy. As in The Farmer’s Daughters, the Loves 

initially seem to complicate the representational politics of Sex Wish, as the char-

acters are remarkably devoid of the exaggerated racializations that have persis-

tently plagued porn as a genre.15 Yet as the scene drags interminably on, Colt’s 

insistent refusal to acknowledge racial difference — his several minutes of babbling 

contain no racial indicators whatsoever — again underscores rather than displaces 

race. Perhaps frustrated by his own earlier encounter with the undeconstructa-

ble female body, Colt’s Night Walker this time insists on reconfiguring that body, 

demanding that the man bite off her nipple as they have forced sex. When the man 

refuses, the Night Walker stabs him and does it himself.

The shortcomings of this bodily intervention as a radical or liberatory ges-

ture need no explication. But the Night Walker then goes one step farther, grabbing 

the man’s penis and cutting it off. Milt’s camera tilts up to avoid the castration, but 

only after capturing the grab. If Ronnie Love had successfully eluded the hyper-

sexual tropes of black masculinity in his brief performance, Sex Wish’s flirtation 

with undermining race, as with gender, gives way instead to a deeply reactionary 

spectacularization of that most fundamental staging of white masculine supremacy 

in the United States, the lynching. Indeed, in a scene shot and removed before 

exhibition (but provided in still- frame to Hustler [Fortunado 1977]), Colt force- fed 

the severed penis to the woman before also killing her. Even in the final version, 

which shows Colt grabbing the dead man’s penis and lifting his sword before an 

abrupt cut, Robyn Wiegman’s (1993: 446) classic historical analysis of lynching 

as “sever[ing] the black male from the masculine, interrupting the privilege of the 

phallus,” reverberates across the film. While Wiegman also recognizes the “sadis-

tic enactment of the homoerotic” (ibid.: 465) at play in such ritualized enforcement 

of the color line, it is a sexualized dynamic wholly absorbed into the assertion of 

white male supremacy. If race is largely elided in Colt’s films, the castration scene 

in Sex Wish fuses his gender politics to a historically unavoidable racial politics of 

the phallus, which in the United States is always already and inescapably racial-

ized. Further, it reinforces the underlying truth of what Sharon Patricia Holland 

(2012: 46) calls “the erotic life of racism,” namely, that “blackness can never pos-

sess its own erotic life”; the Loves’ characters have desire wholly dictated to them. 

Colt’s participation in heterosexual pornography is enacted in and through a white-

ness capable of assimilating queer disruptions so long as the enforced color line 

keeps identities stable.

Despite the symbolic importance of Ronnie Love’s black body, it is another 
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cock the Night Walker most wants. His assaults and murders target people in the 

Reems character’s social network and collectively constitute a horribly misguided 

attempt to foster intimacy with Reems. This becomes clear in the final scene, as 

Reems finally locates the gay nightclub whose name he found on a matchbook at 

the scene of the first crime. As his gaze lingers on a transgender dancer, Reems 

and the camera drift to her piano player, introduced as Michelle. Recognition 

dawns, and with it acknowledgment of Colt’s destabilizing effects. “That’s him! 

That’s her!” Reems shouts, no longer sure where the boundaries lie. But if Colt 

has genderfucked Reems, Reems is ready to respond with a straightening fuck of a 

different sort. As the Night Walker, trapped against a wall, croaks out his/her first 

nonchildish words, slowly pleading, “I did it because I love you,” Reems, full of 

rage and heavy- handed symbolism, pulls out a pistol from a crotch- riding holster 

and shoots into the villain. Milt intercuts a comparatively subtle pan of the dead, 

naked body of Laing between close- up shots of Colt and Reems, projecting into 

the film’s visual field the circuit of desire that links the two men. Together, they 

represent the queer multiplicities of phallic power. If Reems’s pistol seems to reas-

sert the hegemonic deployment of that power in traditional symbolic terms rather 

than the disruptive terms of Colt’s dildo, the clenched, orgasmic look on Colt’s 

dying face that holds in freeze- frame as the end credits roll recalls the queer plea-

sures contained even within Reems’s dull straight phallic regime. Again, though, 

nowhere in these perverse contestations does Sex Wish ever imagine significa-

tion beyond the phallus, nor does it — unlike some glimpses in Colt’s own earlier 

work — allow women or people of color access to that realm.

This unbreached boundary mitigates the subversive impact of Colt’s trans-

gressive cinema. For while Colt undeniably queers the sexual field of straightness 

in his porn work with his phallic displacements, diffused bodily pleasures, gender 

troubling, and homoeroticism, with few exceptions he ultimately shares with tra-

ditional heteroporn a masculinist ontology predicated on the exercise of phallic 

power in the genitocentric form of penetration and domination as the inscribers of 

meaning and difference, with whiteness as the unspoken currency of sexual and 

bodily legibility that permits his transgressions.

Fade- Out

With Sex Wish and Unwilling Lovers, Colt apparently reached the boundaries of 

his experiments in queer heterosmut. After 1977 he receded from the feverish out-

burst of productivity that marked the previous two years — or at least, Colt’s films 

vanish from the existing archive. He appeared in the 3- D gay porn film Manhole in 
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1978 and later claimed to direct several dozen quick loops between the late 1970s 

and early 1980s, but these are all currently lost films. What remains from this era 

are such impoverished works as the ungrammatical Angie: Police Women (1979), a 

Reef loop- carrier in which Colt plays a nonsex role as a voyeuristic reverend com-

plaining to police about orgiastic revelers outside his window.

Colt returned to the director’s chair for two final features in the mid- 1980s, 

Babylon Nights (1984) and Raffles (1985). By this point, the freewheeling avant- 

garde outlaw culture of much 1970s hardcore had given way to the formal and dis-

ciplinary pressures of a newly corporatized porn industry. While this shift forcibly 

polished the rough edges of Colt’s work, it also scrubbed clean the violent misog-

yny that the industry was eager to erase from memory, besieged as it was by both 

a powerful feminist antipornography movement and the conservative agenda of the 

Reagan Justice Department (Bronstein 2011; Strub 2011). Much as the Holly wood 

Production Code had simply produced new ways to signify perversity, however, 

Colt worked within these emerging generic constraints to stage his exit with a defi-

antly queer zest, decidedly at odds with his own earlier, grittier aesthetics but also 

unburdened of their overt misogyny.

A reflexive parody of porn filmmaking, Babylon Nights revels in revealing 

the constructedness of hardcore sex, from cutaways to limp dicks during osten-

sible intercourse, to a scene in which Colt, playing the director Kenny Charisma, 

exposes how money shots can be faked. While the film hails a presumptively het-

erosexual male viewer through its central focus on female bodies as vectors of male 

pleasure, in a classically queer double gesture Colt meanwhile mocks the very 

conventions that structure and contain Babylon Nights.16

In Raffles, Colt refuses to deliver even a convincing scopic alibi of het-

erosexual desire, opening with 

a male striptease in a club as 

the credits roll, until his writer- 

director credit coincides with the 

exposure of the dancer’s geni-

tals, the name appearing over a 

dangling penis (fig. 6). From that 

knowing wink, the film goes on to 

alternate between banal heterosex 

scenes and extended male strip 

scenes, including one that invokes 

Colt’s earlier Virgin Dreams, in 

which Francois Papillon, dressed 
Figure 6. One final queer wink by Colt in Raffles 
(1985)
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in leather, rides a motorcycle onstage and masturbates to completion — one final 

solitary but all- male sex scene smuggled into a superficially generic mid- 80s porn 

film, with only a few cutaways to women in the crowd to distinguish it from the 

autoerotic pleasures of a Peter Berlin gay porn film from a decade earlier.

After Raffles, Colt lost interest in pornography, retiring from the scene, 

though he stayed active on the stage until 2000, ultimately passing away in Las 

Vegas in 2004 (Hollenbaugh 2008). By that point, his work had been largely for-

gotten, yet the directors who superseded him in the hardcore world often reflected a 

shared queer genealogy, as when Andrew Blake, known for his glossy, high- fashion 

films that set the template for straight porn of the 1990s, listed Kenneth Anger 

(along with Stan Brakhage and Karl Lagerfeld) among his influences (Blue 2008). 

Colt queered heterosmut without escaping the strictures of its phallic imaginary. 

He leveraged both whiteness and misogyny to legitimize his queer excursions and 

absorb them into the heterosmut matrix within which he worked. Recovering his 

work points toward the still- untapped porn archives that complicate prevalent sex-

ual narrative, and adding Colt to our collective memory enriches both porn stud-

ies and queer studies more broadly, pointing to both the constitutive role queer 

culture workers played in constructing the visual culture of heterosexuality at its 

most graphic, but also the ways queerness might fail at — if indeed it even aspires 

to — an antinormativity that would more radically interrogate the hierarchies 

within which it operates.

Notes

My deepest gratitude extends to the friends who offered feedback on earlier drafts of 

this article: Hannah Frank, Anthony Easton, Tim Stewart- Winter, Laura Helen Marks, 

Peter Alilunas, Will Clark, Joe Rubin, and Mary Rizzo. Further thanks to my anony-

mous reviewers at GLQ for their thoughtful and incisive comments that improved this 

piece greatly.

1.  According to the Penthouse guide (2003: 64 – 65), “Never will you see man- on- 

man contact in straight films, except for incidental contact during DPs [double 

penetrations].” Somewhat unexpectedly, the guide does call this “a shame.”

2.  For differing perspectives on queer archivism, see Halberstam 2005; Edenheim 2014; 

and Stein 2014. On pornography and the archive, see Schaefer 2005; Barriault 2010; 

Bull 2014; Hilderbrand 2016; and Kyrölä and Paasonen 2016.

3.  See, for instance, a rec.arts.movies.erotica thread dating back to 2002, “Male 

Bisexuality in Porn: The Definitive List,” which includes discussion of queer content 

in straight porn (groups.google.com/d/topic/rec.arts.movies.erotica/TfBnhjBIZHA 
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/discussion), as well as a 250- plus post thread, “str8 Male Porn Stars Who Get 

Kinky,” running from 2010 to 2016 on Vintage Erotica Forums (vintage- erotica 

- forum.com/showthread.php?t=135160). Even possibly apocryphal stories such as a 

gay blowjob in the lost 1980 film Rolls Royce 2 receive thoughtful discussion on fan 

boards: “Rolls Royce 2 (1980) and Gay Scenes in Str8 Movies,” www.myarchives.net 

/requests/12114 – rolls- royce- 2 – 1980 – gay- scenes- str8 – movies.html.

4.  See, for instance, Susan Bordo’s (1999: 168 – 225) discussion of Calvin Klein ads. For 

glimpses of the queer history of heterosmut, see Straayer 1996 (233 – 52) on Annie 

Sprinkle’s porn- art of the 1980s; Slade 1997 on gender mutability in the directorial 

output of the decidedly unqueer former porn star John Leslie; Jenkins 2006 on the 

written realm of Penthouse Letters; and Stuettgen 2007 on the reinscribed body 

politics of performer- turned- director Belladonna. For an inverted reflection of this 

dynamic, see Bozelka 2013 on the ironies of the “non- homosexual desires and 

regimes of knowledge” that fuel gay- for- pay porn, one of the most popular gay genres 

but beholden to non- gay- affirmative looking relations.

5.  For a representative sampling of these filmmakers’ work, see Costello’s Forced Entry 

(1973) and Fiona on Fire (1978), Findlay’s Angel Number 9 (1974), Spinelli’s Cry for 

Cindy (1976) and Easy (1978), and Mahler’s Her Name Was Lisa (1979), Corruption 

(1983), and Midnight Heat (1983) for examples of bleak, dystopian heterosexual porn.

6.  In the liner notes to the 2010 Distribpix DVD edition of Deep Inside Annie Sprinkle 

(1981), she writes, “I get turned on seeing men interacting sexually with each other, so 

I held the men’s penises together while I sucked them simultaneously.”

7.  In one more example, only with the 2014 publication of the deeply researched Rialto 

Report’s article “Who Was Jill Monro? The Story of New York’s First Transsexual 

Porn Star,” was Colt identified as the director of the 1976 hardcore film White Fire. 

See www.therialtoreport.com/2014/03/16/who- was- jill- monro- the- story- of- new- yorks 

- first- transsexual- porn- star/.

8. As this article goes to press, the straight version has just been recovered by the 

restoration/distribution company Vinegar Syndrome.

9.  For a brief glimpse of this cohort, see Jim Hollenbaugh, “Confessions of a Young American 

Cameraman,” New York Grindhouse Blog, August 9, 2009, newyorkgrindhouse 

.blogspot.com/2009/08/retro- seduction- road- trip.html.

10.  For a brilliant critique of Lehman’s claims that marshals extensive evidence from an 

array of hardcore films, see “Masculinity and the Flaccid Penis in Porn,” Gore- Gore 

Girl, July 4, 2010, www.goregoregirl.com/2010/07/masculinity- and- flaccid- penis- in 

- porn.html, and part 2, February 1, 2011, www.goregoregirl.com/2011/01/masculinity 

- and- flaccid- penis- in- porn.html.

11.  In some ways this scene anticipates the later twenty- first- century “stump” porn that 

Dean 2014b discusses in the context of disability and eroticism, but without those 

films’ crucial emphasis on consent.
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12.  For another anticlimactic Colt orgasm, see his performance as a mad doctor in Love, 

in Strange Places (1976), where he completes his rape of the character Nurse Nancy 

(played in the film for laughs) with “oh shit, I forgot about my premature ejaculation 

problem.”

13.  Maxwell singled out the audience at a San Diego screening as particularly responsive 

to the film’s queer touches. On The Affairs of Janice, see the review in Hustler on 

January 1977, which calls it a “melodrama of sub- TV quality” (Fortunado 1977: 23).

14.  For another critique of the political economy of transgressive sexuality ultimately 

recuperated into the orbit of neoliberalism, see Weiss 2011.

15.  On pornographic racialization, see Fung 1991; Capino 2006; Bernardi 2006; 

Williams 2004; Scott 2014; and Nguyen 2014b. For two important recent works that 

reclaim black female pornographic pleasure, spectatorship, and agency, see Nash 

2014a and Miller- Young 2014.

16.  By 1984, Colt’s enthusiasm or perhaps aptitude for performing hardcore scenes was 

flagging. As noted by a perceptive reviewer, Dries Vermeulen (2012), one of Colt’s 

final sex roles, in the globetrotting melodrama . . . In the Pink (1985), employed 

editing seemingly intended to skirt the issue of whether it was actually Colt’s penis 

(“valiantly struggl[ing] for wood”) at work in the meat shots — a backdrop that may 

have informed Babylon Nights.
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